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Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck represents industry-leading clients in the national health care arena on 

a wide array of regulatory, compliance, licensing and government relations issues. From creating drugs 

of the future to structuring a medical plan, companies in the health care sector face a rapidly changing 

regulatory and political landscape. Brownstein has its fingers on the pulse of that health care industry. 

We want to keep you in the know with the hottest trending topics of the week impacting Nevada’s health 

care industry. 

Nevada rejected national trends in the 2016 election, with Democrats winning back both the Nevada 

Senate and the Nevada Assembly. Sen. Aaron Ford will serve as Majority Leader of the Senate and 

Assemblyman Jason Frierson will serve as Speaker of the Assembly. Sen. Pat Spearman will serve as 

Chair of the Senate Health and Human Services Committee with Sen. Julia Ratti serving as Vice Chair. 

Committee assignments in the Assembly have not yet been named. For a full breakdown of Nevada’s 

2016 election results, please click here. 

Interim Committee Recommendation for the 2017 Nevada Legislative Session 

Interim Committee on Health Care Recommendations 

Subcommittee to Conduct a Study on Postacute Care Recommendations 

Highlights 

Stat: Trump's victory is a likely roadblock to medical 'cures' package 

Sheila Kaplan - 11.10.2016 

The Senate's plan to speed new drugs and medical devices to market just hit an unexpected roadblock: 

President-elect Donald Trump. Lawmakers have spent months negotiating a package of bills that would 

clear the path for a major shift in the way the country regulates prescription drugs and medical devices - 

one meant to help spur innovation in health care. 

The Washington Post: Winners and losers in the health-care industry under President Trump 

Carolyn Y. Johnson - 11.09.2016 

With much about President-elect Donald Trump's health-care agenda still unclear, the health-care 

industry's initial response to his election has been scattered. Hospital stocks were down. Health insurers' 

stock prices were mixed. Pharmaceutical and biotech stocks, on the other hand, got a big bump. 

Modern Healthcare: Hospitals fret over financial impact of ACA repeal 

Dave Barkholz - 11.09.2016 

Hospitals and physicians are having a hard time grasping how the Affordable Care Act can be repealed 
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by the Trump administration without a plan to replace or continue coverage for the nearly 20 million 

Americans who are now insured on the exchanges or through Medicaid expansion in 31 states and the 

District of Columbia. "It's our hope that, with the election behind us, our newly elected leaders in 

Washington will come together to ensure 100% access and 100% affordable coverage for every 

American," said Ascension CEO Anthony Tersigni. 

The Wall Street Journal: Donald Trump's Pledge to Repeal Health Law Carries Risks 

Stephanie Armour and Louise Radnofsky - 11.09.2016 

Donald Trump's goal of unraveling the 2010 Affordable Care Act could create problems for hospitals, 

insurers and drug companies that reworked their businesses around the law as well as for consumers 

who obtained coverage under it. 

Kaiser Health News: Trump, GOP In Congress Could Use “Must-Pass” Bills To Bring Health 

Changes 

Julie Rovner - 11.09.2016 

Throughout the campaign, President-Elect Donald Trump’s entire health message consisted of 

promising to repeal the Affordable Care Act. That remains difficult with Democrats still commanding 

enough power in the Senate to block the 60 votes needed for a full repeal. 

Kaiser Health News: Big Hospital Network Cracks Down On The Right To Sue 

April Dembosky - 11.08.2016 

San Francisco Bay Area companies say Sutter Health is strong-arming them into a contract that would 

help the hospital system secure its power over prices and potentially raise the cost of medical care for 

their employees in the future. Dozens of companies have received a letter, via their insurance 

administrators, asking them to waive their rights to sue Sutter. 

Modern Healthcare: How the Nov. 8 state elections will affect healthcare 

Trump's victory will have profound effects on healthcare policy. So will dozens of state-level races, 

although Republican control of the White House and Congress may now determine the course of 

Medicaid expansion. 

NPR: First Cases Of New, Infectious Fungus Reported In U.S. 

Richard Harris 11.04.2016 

The CDC has identified 13 cases of a fungal infection first seen in Japan in 2009. The culprit is called 

Candida auris. The fungus has appeared among hospitalized patients with cancer-damaged immune 

systems or other serious conditions. Four patients died of the seven the CDC examined in detail. 

Because they were all quite ill to begin with, it's not clear that the fungus caused their deaths. 

The Washington Post: First-year doctors would be allowed to work 24-hour shifts under new 

rules 

Lenny Bernstein - 11.04.2016 

The organization that oversees the training of young doctors recommended Friday that first-year 

physicians in hospitals be allowed to work 24-hour shifts - eight hours longer than they are permitted 

now. If approved in February, the proposal by a task force of the Accreditation Council for Graduate 
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Medical Education would go into effect in July, when the members of the next class of medical school 

graduates begin their residencies at teaching hospitals across the United States. 

The Washington Post:  Medicare To Begin Paying For Diabetes Prevention Strategy 

Amy Goldstein - 11.02.2016 

Medicare will start paying for a strategy to help millions of older Americans at high risk of diabetes from 

developing the disease, federal health officials announced Wednesday. The new benefits, scheduled to 

begin in 2018, are part of an increasing shift in the federal entitlement program, from its half-century 

tradition of mainly covering treatment when beneficiaries are sick to paying to try to keep them healthy. 

Modern Healthcare: Site-neutral pay rule leaves hospital-owned outpatient facilities with 

uncertain future 

Erica Teichert - 11.02.2016 

Although the CMS relaxed some controversial provisions in its final rule on how off-campus facilities will 

be reimbursed by Medicare, experts say the change will still put pressure on hospitals' relationships with 

commercial payers and prevent them from bringing care closer to patients. 

Fierce Healthcare:  Meaningful Use 'flexibility' included in OPPS 2017 final rule 

Dan Bowman - 11.02.2016 

As part of the final Hospital Outpatient Prospective Payment System rule for 2017 unveiled Tuesday, the 

Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services has eased several requirements for participants in the 

Meaningful Use program. For 2016 and 2017, all returning participants to the program will only have to 

attest to the meaningful use of electronic health records for 90 consecutive days, as opposed to an 

entire year. 

Articles of Interest  

Fortune reports on how one MD, MBA turned around a major hospital. 

The New York Times reports on going to the ER in your living room. 

The Wall Street Journal reports on hospitals fast-tracking treatments for hip fractures. 

Marketplace reports on how some hospitals are replacing EpiPens with $10 version. 

Medical Identity Fraud Alliance releases paper on ID fraud in healthcare. 

McClatchy says health care sector gets poor grades on cybersecurity. 

Healthleaders Media reports on the infectious disease “transmission triangle”. 

U.S. News and World Report reports on Community Hospitals “Surviving and Thriving”.  

Brownstein’s Health Care Group is a cohesive team of experienced regulatory and transactional 
attorneys, employee benefits experts, litigators and government relations professionals, with extensive 
industry and regulatory knowledge. From offices in Nevada, across the West and in Washington, D.C., 
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we offer sophisticated regional expertise and insight that transcends borders to provide our clients with 
the highest level of service. We work with providers, plans and bioscience and pharmaceutical 
companies in a variety of areas, including intellectual property, government relations and lobbying, 
compliance, transactions and litigation. If the matter involves health care, we have the multidisciplinary 
breadth and depth of experience this complex sector demands. 
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This document is intended to provide you with general information regarding the Nevada Legislature and 
the health care industry. The contents of this document are not intended to provide specific legal advice. 
If you have any questions about the contents of this document or if you need legal advice as to an issue, 
please contact the attorneys listed or your regular Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck, LLP attorney. This 
communication may be considered advertising in some jurisdictions. 
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